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Spectral photoluminescence imaging is able to provide quantitative bulk lifetime and doping images
if applied on silicon bricks or thick silicon wafers. A comprehensive study of this new method
addresses previously reported artefacts in low lifetime regions and provides a more complete
understanding of the technique. Spectrally resolved photoluminescence measurements show that
luminescence originating from sub band gap defects does not cause those artefacts. Rather, we find
that optical light spreading within the silicon CCD is responsible for most of the distortion in image
contrast and introduce a method to measure and remove this spreading via image deconvolution.
Alternatively, image blur can be reduced systematically by using an InGaAs camera. Results of
modelling this alternative camera type and experiments are shown and discussed in comparison. In
addition to eliminating the blur effects, we find a superior accuracy for lifetimes above 100 ls with
C 2012 American Institute of Physics.
significantly shorter, but dark noise limited exposure times. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4752409]
INTRODUCTION

A new quantitative photoluminescence (PL) imaging
based method to measure spatially resolved bulk lifetimes and
doping on silicon bricks has been reported recently.1 Two PL
images are taken with different spectral filters mounted in
front of the camera lens and are used to determine a spectral
intensity ratio image which can be converted into a bulk lifetime image by pure one dimensional modelling. The method
is a specific application of photoluminescence imaging of silicon,2 which extends the analysis from a direct relative intensity to a relative spectral intensity ratio.3–7 Other recent
developments used the time dependence of the luminescence
radiation as an alternative approach to quantitatively analyse
the lifetime,8,9 which could potentially be applied to bricks,
but will be somewhat limited by noise in low lifetime areas.
In extension to the global lifetime information being
able to extract by direct imaging methods like the one
described in this paper, local microscopic lifetime information is of high value for the development of solar cell device
structures and also for research into the electrical properties
of grain boundaries and other structural defects. A micro PL
spectroscopy lifetime mapping as demonstrated by Gundel
et al.10 is a promising development and can potentially be
applied to silicon bricks for the investigation of grain boundaries and their decoration with metals and other impurities.
To date, calibrated lifetime measurements on multicrystalline silicon bricks or thick silicon wafers are commonly performed using either the photoluminescence or
photoconductance (PC) signal, either in transient or quasia)
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steady-state mode.11–15 Point measurements, line scans, or
low resolution pixel maps can be taken with these techniques. In terms of brick measurements, microwave detected
photoconductance decay (MWPCD) provides an effective
lifetime map, and quasi steady state photoconductance
(QSSPC) detected maps can give actual bulk lifetime via
the calculation of an average injection level.13 A detailed
analysis of the measurement of bulk lifetimes from QSSPC
data on silicon bricks was recently presented.15
In this work we will report on improvements and new
findings in the context of the method of using photoluminescence spectral intensity ratios for bulk lifetime imaging on
silicon bricks. The basic underlying method and proof of concept were presented by Mitchell et al.,1 reporting on significant experimental artefacts, particularly in impurity rich low
lifetime regions near the top and bottom of bricks. The cause
and the metrics of these artefacts is analysed in this paper.
Optical deconvolution is shown to be able to largely remove
the effect of light spreading in the detection unit, while comparable measurements using an InGaAs camera are confirmed
to be unaffected by light spreading. We discuss the quantitative accuracy and noise levels of both cameras when applied
to the photoluminescence intensity ratio (PLIR) method.
THEORY AND METHODS

The theory of the method and its application to silicon
bricks has been discussed previously1 and is based on the
PLIR method, first introduced for measuring diffusion lengths
on silicon solar cells by W€urfel et al.3 Figure 1 illustrates the
basic principle of the method as the luminescence emission
spectrum of the sample shifts on the short wavelength flank
as the bulk lifetime increases. This is fundamentally reasoned
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in the decay of the silicon absorption coefficient within the
wavelength range of the emission. Measurable changes in the
integrating imaging application are limited to the range of
about 1000–1075 nm.
Modelling emission

Recently, a simplification of the modelling of the luminescence emission spectra has been achieved by Green.16 Previous theoretical modelling of the brick photoluminescence

PLðsb ÞjS!1 /

ðk

rsp ðkÞ

intensity ratio to bulk lifetime transfer function used analytical expressions for the depth dependent excess carrier density.
The calculation of the total detected intensity involved two
numerical integrations: one as a function of sample position
(depth) and a second one as a function of wavelength. Green16
presented an analytical solution of the spectral composition of
the band-to-band luminescence for monochromatic illumination as a function of the diffusion length, avoiding the spatial
numerical integration

abb ðklaser ÞL2 ðsb Þ
HðkÞdk;
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where S is the surface recombination velocity, rsp the spontaneous emission, abb the band-to-band, and a the total silicon
absorption coefficient, L the diffusion length, and H the
spectral sensitivity of the detection system including filters,
lens, and CCD. The analytical integral is an elegant way to
determine the integral luminescence intensity, since the minority carrier distribution and the luminescence reabsorption
is implicitly accounted for. The only remaining parameters
a, L, and H are all temperature dependent as is accounted for
in the modelling. Temperature dependent data for the silicon
absorption coefficient are taken from Green.17
Comparison of the analytical solution and the numerical
integration of the depth integral showed that both approaches
reveal identical results. We use the analytical solution of
Eq. (1) for all calculations in this study.
Defect luminescence

Impurities such as transition metals, oxygen, or carbon
introduce multiple intra band gap levels in silicon and thus

FIG. 1. Calculated silicon brick luminescence emission spectra for 1, 10,
and 100 ls bulk lifetime and band-to-band silicon absorption coefficient and
as a function of wavelength both normalised to the maximum and plotted
semi-logarithmically. The illustrated luminescence spectrum is emitted by
an infinitely thick silicon sample with infinite surface recombination velocity
when excited with a 900 nm laser. Changes in the emission spectrum caused
by bulk lifetime variations are indicated.

severely reduce the minority carrier lifetime, especially if
the impurity levels are located near the middle of the band
gap.18 The levels of interstitial iron or FeB pairs, both prominent impurities in cast silicon bricks, are well known and
have recently been proposed to be responsible for PL peaks
around 1300 nm,19,20 hence potentially affecting the silicon
detected spectral intensity ratios.
Additionally, the so-called D bands are detectable at
reduced temperatures in crystalline silicon, with the D1 band
often being detectable as a broad spectral peak with a centre
wavelength of about 1550 nm21–24. Recent work found indications that these lines originate from dislocation clusters
decorated with metal and oxygen precipitates.25–27 In earlier
work, such long wavelength defect luminescence was suspected to be a possible explanation for substantially overestimated bulk lifetime values, particularly in the impurity rich
top- and bottom regions of bricks.20,28 Since light of
1550 nm wavelength cannot be detected by a silicon CCD, D
bands can be ruled out as a cause of the observed artefacts,
but could affect the ratios measured with an InGaAs camera.
We use room-temperature spectral photoluminescence
measurements to obtain clear experimental evidence if there
is defect luminescence contributing to the long pass filtered
PL image, thus distorting the ratio. A fibre-coupled laser
diode with 880 nm centre wavelength and a maximum optical power output of 75 W was used as an excitation source
for both spectral and imaging experiments. For the spectral
measurements we use lower power settings since the laser
beam is collimated by a lens of 50 mm focal length resulting
in a circularly illuminated spot of 1.2 cm in diameter. This
size is sufficient to avoid lateral minority carrier current flow
in the central measurement spot, which would thus be affecting the measurement. The injection level of the illumination
spot is enhanced compared to the level in the imaging application as the illumination intensity is chosen at about 20 suns
(2 W/cm2) to reach sufficiently strong signal. However, this
elevated injection level does not corrupt the assessment since
the spectral composition of the luminescence spectra is
not significantly injection dependent at room temperature,
particularly not between 1100 and 1300 nm. The spectra are
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measured by passing the luminescence from various silicon
bricks through an Oriel Ms260i 1=4 m monochromator with a
grating blazed at 800 nm. A liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs
photodiode with an active area of 1 mm2 and a build-in low
noise preamplifier with a transimpedance of 109 V/A serves
as detector. The signal is modulated at 30 Hz and measured
by a Stanford Research SR 830 lock-in amplifier.
Optical distortions and image deconvolution

Optical imaging applications are affected by a number
of image artefacts. Since silicon is a weak emitter of bandto-band luminescence,29 small light intensities need to be
detected reliably and ideally with high signal to noise ratio.
A low f-number lens helps increase the signal to noise ratio.
However, low f-numbers are generally associated with more
optical aberration. Another potential source of optical image
artefacts is the silicon CCD itself. Due to the long penetration length of the silicon luminescence signal within silicon,
there is an enhanced probability of light being detected
inside a pixel of the CCD after significant lateral scattering
within the CCD has occurred. These non-idealities can be
described by a so-called point spread function (PSF), which
describes how an ideal point source is detected by the imaging system, which can be used partially reverse the light
spread via deconvolution. And since silicon luminescence is
measured with a silicon detector at its band-edge the point
spread effects are largely wavelength dependent.
We propose a method to determine the point spread
functions for both short and long pass filter detection. Silicon
bricks are an ideal test case for such studies, because wafers
and cells are subject to convolution effects from both light
scattering (texture, internal reflection) and lateral diffusion
effects within the sample itself. The latter can be neglected
for the silicon bricks investigated, which are 156 mm thick
and have polished surfaces.
To be able to correct point spreading artefacts as accurately as possible, the PSF must be determined for a dynamic
range covering at least seven orders of magnitude in image
intensity, since, if measuring with full resolution of
1024  1024 pixel, more than 1  106 pixels can contribute
to the intensity measured in any given pixel. As the intensity
will drop somewhat exponentially with distance from the
central pixel, the contribution from outer pixels will be lower
than one millionth of the central pixel. However, the
dynamic range of the CCD camera is limited to 16 bit or
65536 digital counts. To circumvent this problem, the PSF is
determined using a homogeneous monocrystalline silicon solar cell as an electroluminescence source and taking several
images with a number of apertures of different size. Images
taken for instance with a very large aperture allowed very
small values of the PSF at large distances from the centre
pixel to be determined. On the other hand, the smallest aperture, a 0.1 mm diameter pinhole, only allowed PSF values in
the immediate vicinity of the centre pixel to be determined.
We measure up to five different aperture areas ranging from
25 to 0.1 mm and scale according to a factor linear to the
product of exposure time and aperture area. We fit the resulting experimental PSF with an exponential decay function
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which is then used to generate a two dimensional
1024  1024 pixel PSF image. The PSF image needs to be
normalised to a total sum equal to unity to ensure that the
total count rate of both convoluted and deconvoluted images
are equal. The Richardson-Lucy and the Wiener deconvolution methods are the most common non-iterative deconvolution algorithms.30,31 For this study we use direct reverse
filtering without regularisation as it is build-in ImageJ.32,33
We note that the PSF is specific for each silicon CCD
chip and is dependent on its design but is found to show similar properties.33 An experimental PL imaging system at
UNSW is used for the experiments in this work employing a
one megapixel CCD camera (Finger Lakes Instrumentation
PL4710) which sensor features 13  13 lm2 sized pixels. The
electronic gain of the camera is measured to be close to one,
meaning one photon absorption results in one digital count,
thus utilising the weak luminescence from the unpassivated
brick surface well, if absorbed. This is in good agreement
with gain factors given in Hinken et al.34 The chip is backilluminated, deep-depleted and utilises a near infrared (NIR)
anti reflection coating for enhanced silicon luminescence
absorption. Precise thermoelectric cooling keeps a constant
CCD operation temperature of 243 6 0.05 K for all measurements shown in this work. The corresponding quantum efficiency of the camera at 243 K is displayed in Figure 2. Laser
light of 880 nm wavelength with a spectral width (FWHM) of
2.8 nm is used to excite the silicon brick with 1 sun equivalent
power (0.1 W/cm2). Beam shaping optics are employed to
generate a uniform excitation, and filtering is applied at the
homogenizer exit and in front of the camera lens as both
described previously (see Ref. 34). We choose a lens with
high optical power (f ¼ 1.4) and a relatively long focal length
of 50 mm to limit lens artefacts. A dark black box surrounding
the sample and the illumination and detection unit ensures no
stray light is measured. The geometry of the experimental apparatus is equivalent to the one presented in Fig. 1 in Ref. 34.
We characterise the spectral sensitivity of the setup
carefully by measuring all filter characteristics with a
Perkin-Elmer photo spectrometer and verify the quantum efficiency data of the silicon CCD as supplied by manufacturer
(see Figure 2). As the measurement of quantum efficiencies

FIG. 2. Camera quantum efficiencies (QE) and filter transmission characteristics of the experimental apparatus used in this study. The luminescence
emission spectrum of a silicon brick of 100 ls bulk lifetime normalised to its
maximum intensity is given as guidance to the eye.
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FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra measured on polished and unpassivated
silicon brick side faces in areas of increasing bulk lifetimes. The illustrated
spectra are normalised to their intensity at 1000 nm in arbitrary units and
shown on a semi-logarithmic scale. Prominent defect luminescence peaks in
the wavelength range 1150–1300 nm are not detected in any lifetime region.

below 1% is expected to be inaccurate, we extrapolate using
Beer-Lambert law as specified in Ref. 1.
InGaAs camera

A cooled complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) camera is an alternative to employing a silicon CCD camera. Due to the
lower band gap of InGaAs the spectral sensitivity extends
from 950 to 1700 nm and thus covers the entire spectral range
of band-to-band luminescence from crystalline silicon, the latter most importantly with negligible spectral variation (see
Figure 2).
An InGaAs camera incorporates two potential advantages
compared to silicon CCD cameras when applied to the PLIR
method. First, the quantum efficiency is effectively uniformly
high from 950 to 1300 nm, which removes a source of uncertainty in the quantitative analysis, i.e., the knowledge of the
exact spectral response of the sensor (see Figure 2). Second,
the absorption coefficient of InGaAs is orders of magnitude
higher across the entire spectral range of the silicon luminescence, which significantly reduces optical image distortions
due to light spreading within the camera chip and increases
the photocurrent generation in the detector. Using an InGaAs
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camera, the above optical artefacts can be expected to be
negligible, which should allow using PL intensity ratios without the need for deconvolution.
InGaAs cameras have been used for dynamic infrared
lifetime imaging35,36 and recently applied to photoluminescence imaging for the analysis of lifetime9 and defect polarisation.37 We use a Xenics camera, model XEVA1.7–640
with a 640  512 array of 20  20 lm2 pixels. The electronic
gain in the employed high gain setting is specified by the
manufacturer to be 14 analog to digital counts, thus significant
larger than the silicon CCD camera, but was not measured in
this study. We employ an f ¼ 1.4 lens with 28 mm focal length
with this camera type, which maximises the luminescence
flux onto the pixel. This in consequence maximises the signal
to noise ratio and further eliminates the need for image stitching. A detailed study of the noise statistics of the same
InGaAs camera in comparison to a similar silicon CCD array
is reported in Hinken et al.34 One important additional contribution to the noise is the fact that a CMOS camera, as the
InGaAs camera is, features a signal amplifier for each pixel,
thus causing the need for a calibration of each individual pixel
gain factor. This is in fact one of the shortcomings in comparison to the CCD technology resulting in less efficient photon
to electronic count transfer (higher gain), limited exposure
times, and going along with higher costs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Photoluminescence spectroscopy

To verify any relevant impact of a spectral defect luminescence signal on the spectral photoluminescence intensity
ratio imaging method, we measure non-spatially resolved
photoluminescence spectra on various locations on both
mono- and multicrystalline silicon bricks.
Figure 3 shows the resulting spectra taken on locations
with increasing bulk lifetime, including one location each of
in the impurity rich, so-called “red zones” from the top and
bottom regions of a multicrystalline silicon brick. The latter
areas were found to be most strongly affected by artefacts in
our previous study.1
We find no evidence for significant defect luminescence
in any of the spectra including spots measured in the red
zone. A significant impact of defect luminescence on the

FIG. 4. Three qualitative PL images of the same area obtained with different luminescence light filtering shown in same relative scale: (a) short pass 1000 nm,
(b) short pass 1025 nm, (c) long pass 1050 nm. The image contrast is blurred more noticeably with increasing filter wavelength using a silicon CCD camera.
Given digital count rates correspond to an exposure time of 10 s.
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FIG. 5. Average cross-sectional luminescence intensity of the bottom section of a silicon brick side face as a function of distance to the bottom of the brick. Data
is plotted for increasing areas of exposed silicon starting from the bottom of the brick, visualising the light spread for both short (a) and long pass (b) filtered
images (SP1000, LP1050). The signal in the low lifetime bottom is increased due to light spreading from higher signal areas and particularly profound in the long
pass images. Both graphs (a) and (b) reveal significant light spreading into the masked areas.

quantitative accuracy of the PLIR method can therefore be
ruled out.
Room temperature D-bands are found to also not affect
the method significantly when measuring with an InGaAs
camera. A simple test comparing the intensity measured with
and without a short pass filter with a cut-off wavelength of
1350 nm showed to not change the intensity ratios.
A full spectrum assessment by comparison with Eq. (1)
allows calibration into local bulk lifetime. The detailed analysis of these spectra will be presented in a separate publication.
Optically induced blur

As discussed above, light spreading within the silicon
CCD chip occurs and is expected to cause the image blurring
to be more pronounced for longer wavelengths. Figure 4
shows three PL images taken on the same sample area of a
silicon brick side face but with different spectral filters. It
can clearly be seen that the image contrast is blurred most
severely in the image taken with the 1050 nm long pass filter.
The optical effect will be analysed and quantified in the following sections. The electrical diffusion as the driver for
electrical blur alongside grain boundaries and dislocations
accounting for some of the contrast change in Figure 4 will
be discussed in a separate publication.

account for a dominant part of the signal in the bottom of the
brick. As low lifetime areas dominated, central areas are
affected as well, but to a significantly lesser degree as Figure
5(b) illustrates. We note that this experiment, in difference to
the other experiments, uses a lens with a larger f-number of
2.8 and a focal length of 50 mm resulting in lower count
rates, but should not affect the qualitative result.
Quantifying light spreading

We choose an experimental approach to quantify this
light spreading effect within the optical detection unit
employing a silicon CCD array and to measure its PSF as we
describe in the theory section.
Figure 6 shows electroluminescence images of a monocrystalline silicon solar cell masked by a 0.1 lm diameter
pinhole, taken with a 1000 nm short pass filter and with a
1063 nm long pass filter, respectively (see Figure 2). As
expected, we observe the image taken with a short pass filter shows limited blur, with preference to the x/y neighbours, whereas the long passed light reveals a significant
light spread across several pixels with a slower lateral
reduction in intensity.

Masking experiment

We perform a simple masking experiment investigating
the optical light spread from the high signal central to the low
signal top and bottom parts of the brick. A series of images
are taken for each filter starting with just the bottom centimetre of the brick being exposed. Subsequently, more and
more of the brick side face is exposed the field of view of the
camera. Figure 5 illustrates the resultant average crosssectional PL intensities shown as a function of distance to the
bottom of the brick for increasing areas of exposed brick face.
We find considerable light spreading for both filters.
The short pass filtered images reveal a significantly lower
absolute spreading at both edges and into masked areas.
Light spreading within the long pass filtered images can

FIG. 6. PL images of luminescence light penetrating through a pinhole of
100 lm in diameter placed in the centre of one pixel in the central part of the
detecting CCD array. The luminescence light is filtered with a short pass
1000 nm in (a) and a long pass 1063 nm in (b) and shown in the same relative intensity scale.
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FIG. 7. Experimental point spread functions for short pass (a) and long pass (b)
filtered PL images (SP1000, LP1063)
using the described experimental apparatus. Up to five circular apertures are
measured and scaled resulting in a PSF
covering up to 7 orders of magnitude.

We apply the above procedure to measure the PSF for
images taken with a 1000 nm short pass filter and with a
1063 nm long pass filter, respectively. Resulting cross sections through the PSF are shown in Figure 7 revealing a significantly stronger spread in the case of the images taken
with the long pass filter.
We best fitted the PSF with an exponential decay function consisting of three terms
y ¼ y0 þ A 1 e

tx

1

þ A2 e

tx

2

þ A3 e

tx

3

:

(2)

While the initial decay across the first few pixel might
be ruled by the electrical smear in the charge transfer process,38 most of the decay is expected to be dominated by
optical absorption following Lamberts law. The decay once
not effected by electrical smear does not simply follow a
single term exponential function, which would appear as a
linear decay in Figure 8(a), since the absorption coefficient is
wavelength dependent and the total decay curve is the convolution of each individual PSF for each wavelength with
the experimental setup and the luminescence spectrum defining the spectral intensities.
We next use the obtained analytical functions (see
Figure 8(a)) for the calculation of two dimensional PSF
images. Figure 8(b) shows the ratio of the long divided by
the short pass filtered PSF fitting functions. The ratio reveals
the light spreading of the long pass filtered image to be up to
five times more severe peaking at 26 pixel or 4 mm apart
from the central source of signal.
Both the original image and the PSF image are subsequently employed to calculate the deconvoluted image using

the build-in functionality of the image processing program
ImageJ.32
The impact of this deconvolution is demonstrated in
Figure 9 for both filters. It is found that both filtered images
strongly improve in image contrast and sharpness. The
impact is particularly profound for the long pass filtered
image, strongly reducing the dramatic blur of the “as measured” image. The long pass filtered image is expectedly
found to be the limiting image in terms of defining the contrast and blur of the final bulk lifetime image.
The bulk lifetime image is then determined by division
of the images measured either with short or long pass filter
and subsequent conversion of the ratio into bulk lifetime
using a theoretical transfer function, calculated as described
in Mitchell et al.1 Figure 10 shows the bulk lifetime image
of a multicrystalline silicon brick side face with a resolution
of 1.3 megapixels with and without applying the deconvolution approach to the individual images. A direct comparison
exposes the significant improvement of image contrast in the
central part and dramatic quantitative changes in the top and
bottom of the brick. The overestimation of lifetime in the
highly impurity contaminated top and bottom regions of the
brick is reduced.
Figure 11(a) shows the ratio of the two bulk lifetime
images illustrated in Figure 10. The strongest impact of the
deconvolution is thus in areas of high lateral luminescence
gradient, e.g., near grain boundaries and dislocation clusters.
Particularly strong variations are observed in the top/bottom
regions of the brick. These low intensity regions form a relatively small area fraction of the total brick area. Combined
with the large luminescence intensity contrast between these

FIG. 8. (a) Fitting functions for both
short and long pass filtered data from
Figure 7 as used to determine the PSF
image shown in semi-logarithmic scale.
(b) The ratio of both PSF fitting functions indicates the characteristic of the
relatively more severe light spreading of
the long pass filtered image. Only one
side of the bilaterally symmetrical curve
is presented. The functions are specific
to the experimental apparatus used in
this study.
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FIG. 9. Effect of image deconvolution is shown for images taken with both short pass SP1000 (a) and long pass LP1063 (b) filter revealing a pronounced
improvement in image contrast. The noise level of the deconvoluted images is notably increased. The images are scaled for comparison. The signal is measured
with up to 11 000 counts in (a) and up to 35 000 counts in (b).

low lifetime regions and the centre section of the brick,
these areas are particularly affected by blurring inside the
CCD. Cross sections through the bulk lifetime images from
Figure 10 show bulk lifetimes below 1 ls in the bottom and
top fraction, which is consistent with previous results.39 The
long distance spreading of the high intensity luminescence
from central areas of the brick has thus been corrected
successfully leading to a better agreement with photoconductance measurements.14,15 Light spreading within the CCD
can accordingly be unambiguously identified as the main
cause for these artefacts.
The light spreading into the top and bottom can be effectively eliminated by masking the central parts of the brick
during measurement as shown above. Masking trials allowed
accurate measurement of the bulk lifetime of the top and bottom parts of the brick, demonstrating the fundamental ability
of the method to detect lifetimes over a broad range from
0.01 to 10000 ls if employing a silicon CCD. We detect bulk
lifetimes of below 0.01 ls in the bottom of the brick. These

values are confirmed similarly on a high impurity brick face
originating from the edge of the ingot.
The comparison of the cross sectional values of Figure 11
show that the deconvolution improves the quantitative result
overall and in the top and bottom dramatically, but cannot
account for all of the light spreading into this low lifetime
area if compared to masking data. It can be concluded that if
exact bulk lifetime measurement of the bottom and top are
needed, masking the central areas of the brick can give the
most accurate results.
This study measured the PSF using a typical electroluminescence spectrum resulting in a first order correction
since it is shown that the PSF image depends on the detection wavelength. As the emission spectrum itself depends on
the local lifetime, a deconvolution that uses a PSF determined using a different source, will lead to some level of
inaccuracies. A detailed investigation of these dependencies
is beyond the scope of this paper.
InGaAs detected bulk lifetime

FIG. 10. Bulk lifetime image of a directionally solidified multicrystalline silicon brick side face without (a) and with (b) optical deconvolution of the
individually filtered images. Both images taken within a total exposure of
120 s are shown on the same colour scale for direct comparison. The data is
given in ls with a resolution of 1.3 megapixels. In the deconvoluted image
(b) two lines indicate the location of the line scan data taken for the noise
analysis.

We use an InGaAs camera to measure the same silicon
brick side face as shown in Figure 10. The PLIR method is
applied to this camera type for the first time making it necessary to adapt the modelling towards the spectral sensitivity
of the camera sensor as well as different lens and filters (see
Figure 2).
Initial experiments indicated the necessity to change the
set of filters for this camera type since the weak luminescence below 1000 nm is not sufficient to gain a reasonable
signal to noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, we choose a longer
cut-off wavelength for the short pass filter (here short pass at
1089 nm, see Figure 2). The InGaAs cameras available today
require this broad luminescence band for sufficient photon
flux onto the sensor pixels. The PLIR transfer function calculated for the InGaAs based detection system is presented in
Figure 12 in comparison to the one calculated for the silicon
CCD setup. The PL intensity ratio measured with the InGaAs
camera is higher, but the gradient, as the most important feature for reliable transfer of PLIR into bulk lifetime, is significantly lower for most of the lifetime range relevant for PV
applications. This is a direct result of the needed short pass
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FIG. 11. (a) Ratio of “as measured” and
“deconvoluted” bulk lifetime images
from Figure 10. (b) The cross-sectional
averaged bulk lifetime of the same brick
faces are displayed. Both curves overlap
well in the central part of the brick. In
the top and bottom the deconvoluted
images shows lifetimes down to below
1 ls revealing the significant impact of
the deconvolution in these regions.

filter selection and means that the accuracy for bulk lifetime
measurements below around 100 ls is limited, whereas the
silicon CCD still shows a solid gradient in the transfer function down to below 0.1 ls. Future developments in camera
technology might allow using a short pass filter with a
shorter cut off wavelength which would lead to a more accurate measurement for lifetimes below 100 ls.
The InGaAs camera is cooled and the pixel amplifiers
are calibrated at 255 K. We take both images either filtered
with long or short pass with 2.5 s exposure time, correct the
flat field, and divide to obtain the intensity ratio. After converting the ratio into bulk lifetime using the modelled transfer function shown in Figure 12 we obtain a bulk lifetime
image as pictured in Figure 13.
The resulting bulk lifetime image reveals a good qualitative agreement with the silicon CCD detected image
obtained from deconvoluted images, illustrated in Figure 10,
especially in the central part of the brick. The InGaAs camera is not affected by optical blur, which is due to the high
absorption throughout the silicon luminescence spectrum.
Therefore, the image shows clear edges of grain boundaries,
and smaller structures are not blurred out as in the silicon
detected image.
The resulting bulk lifetime image is less highly resolved
(0.2 instead of 1.3 megapixels) and reveals more visible
noise in comparison to the silicon CCD image; thus, it
appears less brilliant. We are not able to analyse the top and
bottom parts of the brick analysed quantitatively due to the
low SNR (see Table I). However, even if the signal would be
sufficient, the flat transfer function in areas of low lifetime
would limit the evaluation.

spreading in the CCD. We can also observe that the InGaAs
image is notably distorted due to the use of a 28 mm focal
length lens resulting in a slight mismatch of the features. A
larger absolute mismatch towards the side of the image gives
indication of a possible impact of the edge of the CCD on the
PSF and a resulting poor effectiveness of a single deconvolution, which does not account for its potential spatial variation.
Moreover, the impact of light spreading on the flat field correction, especially of the long pass filtered image, cannot be ruled
out fully with the application of a deconvolution algorithm.
Comparing data in vertical growth direction reveal
lower lifetime gradients towards the top and bottom of the
brick in the InGaAs detected image as the cross sectional
analyses reveals. There are two possible reasons for this to
occur. First, the deconvolution shows limitations to fully
account for light spreading from the central high lifetime to
the top and bottom low lifetime since the difference in signal
is almost 2 orders of magnitudes higher centrally. Second,
the flattening gradient of the InGaAs PLIR transfer function
in conjunction with a decreasing signal to noise leads to
uncertainties in the intermediate and low bulk lifetime areas.
The combined evaluation of both silicon CCD and InGaAs
detected bulk lifetime images along with the single images
indicate a somewhat sensitivity of the silicon detected images
towards the surface properties as Figure 15(a) visualises. The

Comparison of both camera types
Bulk lifetime topography

Bulk lifetime data taken from a horizontal line scan
located centrally on the brick side face, as indicated in
Figure 13, is directly comparing the bulk lifetime contrast of
the silicon CCD detected and deconvoluted image (see Figure
10) with the InGaAs detected image (see Figure 13) and is
illustrated in Figure 14. The line scan reveals that overall bulk
lifetime contrast agrees well, with smaller feature contrast, but
also more noise shown in the InGaAs image. The silicon contrast is still comparably blurred especially in narrow features
as between 0 and 0.3 and at 0.9 relative positions. This indicates that the deconvolution can only partially reverse the light

FIG. 12. Photoluminescence intensity ratio transfer functions calculated for
two different detection systems consisting of a unique detector, filters, and
lens. Both systems show similar gradients for high lifetimes above 500 ls,
but the InGaAs camera with its selected filter combination reveals significantly lower gradients for lower bulk lifetime values, resulting in reduced
sensitivity to bulk lifetime variations.
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FIG. 14. Cross sectional comparison of InGaAs and Si CCD detected bulk
lifetimes. The line scans are taken horizontally from the centre of the brick
face as indicated in Figure 13. Qualitative agreement is observed with more
contrast of small features visible in the InGaAs data. The contrast of the
deconvoluted Si detected images still notably blurred in comparison here.
Slight misalignment in the data is due to optical distortion in the InGaAs
image which is taken with lens of shorter focal length.

FIG. 13. Bulk lifetime image of the same brick face as shown in Figure 10
obtained from the PLIR method utilising an InGaAs camera. The image is
taken with a total exposure time of just 5s and shows a resolution of 0.2
megapixels. The colour scale gives the absolute bulk lifetime in ls. Good
qualitative and quantitative agreement with Figure 10 is observed with less
blur but higher noise affecting the image. The bottom and top of the brick,
here mostly appearing in white, could not be evaluated quantitatively due to
a very low signal to noise ratio. The dashed line indicates the line scan data
shown in Figure 14.

image illustrates a normalised silicon CCD detected images filtered with a 1000 nm short pass. The circular structures of the
mechanical polishing step prior to the measurement appear
if we scale the image as labelled, thus indicating that mechanically induced surface properties reflect in the detected luminescence signal. Figure 15(b) shows the equivalent InGaAs
detected images filtered with a 1089 nm short pass. This image
TABLE I. Experimental data of the signal to noise ratios (SNR) for both the
silicon CCD and the InGaAs camera for the respective line scans as indicated in Figure 10. In the case of the silicon CCD data is also given after
deconvolution.
Linescan 1

Linescan 2

texp [s]

SNR

SNR

Silicon

SP raw
SP deconvoluted
LP raw
LP deconvoluted

60
60
60
60

37
7.5
60
24

26
2.2
43
3.5

InGaAs

SP raw
LP raw

2.5
2.5

21
28

1.4
5.6

does not reveal any surface polish structures drawing a more
uniform signal contrast.
The inhomogeneity of the silicon detected short pass
image is reflected in the final bulk lifetime image (see
Figure 10), hence exhibiting features which are not represented in the InGaAs images and consequently lead to some
of the mismatch of in the cross sectional data of Figure 14 in
the area fraction 0–0.3.
To estimate the average depth the luminescence signal origins from for both short pass filtered images we calculate the
luminescence intensity as a function of depth as detected by
the experimental apparatus used in this work (see Figure 16).
To generate comparably data with Figure 15, we assume short
pass filtering (SP1000/SP1089), no dead layer on the surface,
an excitation at 880 nm, a p-type doping of 1  1016 cm3, a
sample temperature of 300 K, and detector and filter characteristics as introduced in Figure 2.
We learn that the weighted average signal depth of the
image shown in Figure 15(a) is merely above 100 lm (117 lm
at 100 ls bulk lifetime), which results from the fact that we
employ a shorter cut off wavelength and a silicon detector
with a rapidly decreasing quantum efficiency towards longer
wavelengths. Since the luminescence signal below 1000 nm
does not change much with bulk lifetime, the weighted average signal depth is only weakly dependent on the bulk lifetime
and the standard variation of the signal depth for this setup
remains moderate with 39 lm at 100 ls bulk lifetime.
In difference, the InGaAs detected image of Figure
15(b) features a significantly larger weighted average signal
depth of mostly substantially more than 200 lm (283 lm at
100 ls bulk lifetime) accompanied by a larger dependency
on the local bulk lifetime and significantly enhanced standard variation of 134 lm at 100 ls bulk lifetime.
This analysis allows us to understand the observed
sensitivity of the luminescence image to surface defects if
we employ a 1000 nm short pass filter. That is, since we
effectively only utilise luminescence from a 100 lm thick
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FIG. 15. Bottom of the silicon brick side face
imaged (a) with short pass (SP1000) filtered silicon
CCD camera and (b) with short pass (SP1089) filtered InGaAs camera. Ring like structures and inhomogeneity in the signal of (a) reflect the mechanical
property of the surface after polishing and are not
visible in (b). The image contrast is given in absolute counts rates and scaled to visualise the surface
effect (silicon CCD) and to show similar grain contrast (InGaAs). The exposure time are stated in
Table I.

surface layer. The latter thickness is mostly independent
from the actual bulk lifetime, which consequently means
that larger bulk lifetimes as we find in Cz grown ingots do
not remove this surface sensitivity significantly, which
can only be overcome by a uniform and non-destructive
polish, careful clean of the surface, or a longer filter cutoff wavelength.
Furthermore, an estimation of the depth of surface damage on cast silicon bricks remains difficult but seems plausible
to be up to 20–30 lm in depth. The enhanced luminescence
signal of some areas, as visible in Figure 15(a), may possibly
be explained by a micro roughness (texture, micro scratches)
due to an imperfect polish and therefore enhanced local emission coefficient, which is often induced by the surface geometry. A reduction in luminescence signal could be explained by
an electronically dead layer as introduced during slicing process, which is possibly not fully or homogenously removed
by the polish step.
Quantitative bulk lifetime–Summary

The photoluminescence intensity ratio imaging method
allows obtaining quantitative bulk lifetime by analysing
spectral changes in intensity.
The remaining limitations, in the case of the silicon
camera, are mainly caused by the fact that silicon luminescence is measured with a silicon detector. The detector quantum efficiency quickly drops with increasing photon
wavelength across the emitted spectrum. As a result only a

fraction of the band-to-band luminescence is absorbed, and a
precise knowledge of the quantum efficiency is needed to
model the spectral intensity ratio. Any gradient in spectral
sensitivity is a possible source of uncertainty since the transfer function is defined by the intensity ratio in different spectral intervals, which is directly dependent on variations in
the quantum efficiency of the CCD array.
Precise measurement of the CCD quantum efficiency up
to wavelengths of 1150 nm is a challenging task. The impact of
the uncertainty in the spectral response data on the PLIR is
estimated to be 65% on the intensity ratio, as further experiments showed. This is a revision to the value given by Mitchell
et al.1 and leads to an uncertainty in the absolute bulk lifetime
of up to 625% just caused by the CCD, not yet accounting for
other sources of uncertainties (see Ref. 1). However, such
uncertainties can be mitigated to a large extent by adapting the
transfer function and referencing the result to a golden standard
which can be calibrated with, e.g., PLIR using the InGaAs
camera, microwave detected photoconductance (MPD), quasi
steady state (QSSPC) or transient photoconductance (PCD),
and surface photovoltage measurements (SPV).
Employing an InGaAs detector instead is estimated to
lead to a more accurate quantitative result for three reasons.
First, the camera chip does not show optical light spreading;
thus, the images and the flat fields are not blurred as is the case
with the silicon CCD images. Second, the spectral dependence
of the InGaAs quantum efficiency in the wavelength range of
the silicon luminescence emission is weak, thereby effectively
eliminating the detector quantum efficiency as a source of

FIG. 16. Calculated origin of luminescence intensity as a function of depth
and various bulk lifetimes corresponding
to Figure 15. Illustrated profiles are (a)
silicon CCD detected and short pass
(SP1000) filtered and (b) InGaAs
detected and short pass (SP1089 nm) filtered. The weighted mean signals depths
are indicated with vertical lines for each
bulk lifetime. The calculated total
InGaAs photocurrent (filter and lens as
noted) is 73 times higher at 100 ls corresponding bulk lifetime if assuming a lens
with the same focal length.
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uncertainty. Finally, a short pass filter with a longer filter cutoff is used in the InGaAs setup, which reduces the impact of
the surface.
The remaining shortcomings are, first, the low signal to
noise ratios of this camera type limiting the quantitative data
analysis to central high lifetime regions (sb > 25 ls) as discussed in the following, and, second, the transfer functions
starts flattening below 1 ms. We estimate the total quantitative
accuracy of the InGaAs detected bulk lifetime images to be
within 615% relative for bulk lifetimes above 100 ls. In consequence, the silicon CCD remains more accurate for lifetimes
below 100 ls with the discussed filter combination. However,
as future more sensitive camera technologies based on direct
semiconductors like are expected, a short pass filter with a cutoff at 1025 nm or band pass filter 1000–1025 nm could allow
accurate bulk lifetime to be detected down below 1 ls.
Noise analysis

An experimental analysis of the camera noise is presented comparing the signal to noise ratios for both camera
types for various conditions. There are four dominant sources of noise in photoluminescence imaging: First, the signal
noise, often also referred as shot noise, is a result of the luminescence emission following the Poisson distribution in
time, second the thermal generation of free carriers in the
sensor, also called dark (shot) noise, further the read-out
noise due to electronic amplification and conversion of the
signal in to digital unit and finally the temperature fluctuations due to imperfect temperature stabilisation.
Both camera types have different values for each of
these noise fluxes as discussed in detail for similar cameras
in Hinken et al.34 Even with a lower InGaAs chip temperature of T ¼ 255 K, as chosen in this study, the dark and the
temperature noise dominate the overall noise of the InGaAs
camera measurements. As a result the signal to noise ratio
does not improve for exposure times above 2.5 s and a calibration of the individual gain factors could not be reliably
performed. The silicon CCD however is cooled precisely to
243 K allowing exposure times of up to 120 s causing the
noise to be dominated by the photon (shot) noise. The silicon
CCD SNR is therefore approximately proportional to the
square root of the total dark corrected signal, which is linearly proportional to the exposure time.
Hinken et al. state the dark noise flux of the InGaAs
chip to be up to 7 orders of magnitude higher than the silicon
CCD dark noise. In the context of signal to noise, that higher
dark noise negates to a large extent the benefit of an
enhanced luminescence signal due to the better spectral
response. This fact is critical especially in the application to
low luminescence emitters like low lifetime silicon bricks.
We evaluate two line scans to access experimental
measures of the noise apparent in the final camera count
rates in terms of their apparent noise fluctuations for both
camera types. The location of the line scans are indicated in
Figure 10(b). Line scan 1 represents a high lifetime grain
with a bulk lifetime of around 100 ls and line scan 2 is
located in the very bottom of the brick, thus representing
lifetimes below 0.5 ls. We take the data from the raw images

J. Appl. Phys. 112, 063116 (2012)

without any prior noise filtering or smoothing. The influence
of background lifetime variation throughout the scan is
removed via the division of a linear or polynomial fit of the
data. The resulting flat signal is then normalised to the mean
value for comparison, and the standard deviation is obtained.
Figure 17 shows the data obtained and gives a clear picture of the apparent noise. In the case of the silicon CDD
camera the noise levels are fairly low for both regions. Even
the bottom and top of the brick can be measured with a SNR
of above 25 (see Table I).
However, the deconvolution algorithm induces a significantly higher noise level by spreading localised noise
throughout the image. This in principle can be avoided by
employing regularisation,33 but has not been implemented in
this work. The InGaAs detected images show reasonable low
noise levels in the high lifetime area (SNR > 20), but the
absolute counts in the bottom area especially for the short
pass filtered images are too low to be differentiated from
noise as a SNR of just 1.4 is found.
The data reveals the images measured with a short pass filter to show lower SNRs, which is mainly due to the lower
absolute luminescence intensity transmitted through the filter.
A longer cut off wavelength can be chosen, which is, however,
limited since it reduces the gradient of the transfer function.
The bottom and top parts of the silicon brick could not
be evaluated quantitatively with the InGaAs camera, since
the signal level and the resulting SNR are too low. An
increased photon flux by using higher power optics, and a
more stable and lower detector temperature could allow sufficient count rates to be achieved in this area. Both these
would also allow longer exposure times and higher SNR in
the central area of the brick, thus enabling similar or exceeding ratios as to the silicon CCD based measurements.
CONCLUSIONS

A better understanding of the photoluminescence spectral intensity ratio method is achieved. Improvements of the
method are suggested and demonstrated experimentally, and
the applications of the technique are extended.
We confirm that defect luminescence is not responsible
for previously reported experimental artefacts in low lifetime
regions of silicon bricks. However, we find that light spreading in the silicon CCD heavily affects the intensity ratio
analysis, resulting in image blurring particularly in the image
taken with a long pass filter. We propose an image deconvolution method and demonstrate to reduce the impact of the
light spreading substantially, thus allowing a more accurate
qualitative and quantitative analysis. Short pass filtering at
1000 nm remains a limiting element since the image contrast
is shown to be somewhat dependent on surface properties after mechanical polish.
Experiments and modelling using an InGaAs detector
chip reveal it to be an attractive alternative with a superior
quantitative accuracy for bulk lifetimes of currently above
100 ls and insignificant image blur. However, a noise analysis
exposes limitations in terms of a quantitative analysis in low
lifetime areas, which could be improved by reducing the detector temperature, for example. Future improvement of this
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FIG. 17. Fluctuations of the digital count rates for both the silicon CCD and the InGaAs camera along two line scans. Data is given for both short and long
pass image along line scan 1, representing a high lifetime region and line scan 2 taken in the bottom of the brick (red zone). The exact location of both line
scans is indicated in Figure 10. All data is normalised to the mean and influence of lifetime signal is removed. The InGaAs camera shows a lower pixel resolution for the same line. Also noise levels after deconvolution are evaluated.

or related camera technology (e.g., GaInAsP) could place as
an attractive alternative most likely with reduced measurement times towards the silicon CCD for comparable SNRs.
The comparison of both silicon CCD and InGaAs detected
bulk lifetime images among each other and in addition with
other measurements techniques (e.g., QSSPC) indicate that the
deconvolution cannot reverse all of the effects of light spreading in the CCD array. Limitations remain in, first, resolving
small features true bulk lifetimes, second, resolving the large
gradients in bulk lifetime towards the bottom and top of the
brick, and finally resolving the impact of light spreading on the
flat field correction. Future studies should investigate the spectral, wavelength, and spatial dependence of the PSFs, the latter
especially towards the edges of the CCD. Furthermore,
advanced deconvolution algorithms, including the application
of regularisation, need to be investigated.
Nonetheless, we believe that the improved and better
understood method will allow the research and industry to

more accurately image silicon bricks bulk lifetimes after solidification and slicing into bricks prior to wafer sawing. As multicrystalline and seeded cast silicon bricks play a major role in
the cost reduction strategy of the industry and represent a significant market share. Bulk lifetime images can provide a fast
and accurate early stage feedback of the crystallisation process
and may allow prediction of device properties.
We note that the method is particularly well suited for
the measurement of high lifetime Czochralski (Cz) grown
monocrystalline ingots. The effect of light spreading is low,
the surface influence often minmal and the gradient of the
transfer function is high. These conditions lead to accurate
measurements.
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